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ROS Services: enable request/response 
communication between nodes.

• Service descriptions are stored in .srv files in the srv/ subdirectory of 
a package.

• When you publish topics, you are sending data in a many-to-many
fashion, but when you need a request or an answer from a node, you 

can't do it with topics.



Service calls are bi-directional. 
One node sends information to another node and waits for a response. 

In contrast, when a message is published, there is no concept of a response, and 
not even any guarantee that anyone is subscribing to those messages. 

































rospy client library: Services

ROS Services are defined by srv files, which contains a request message and 
a response message.

rospy converts these srv files into Python source code and creates three classes that you need to be 
familiar with: service definitions, request messages, and response messages. 
The names of these classes come directly from the srv filename:





rospy client library: Service proxies

rospy.ServiceProxy(name, service_class, persistent=False, headers=None)

Create a callable proxy to a service.

rospy.wait_for_service(service, timeout=None)

Wait until a service becomes available.



rospy client library: Calling Service proxies

1. You call a service by creating a rospy.ServiceProxy with the name of the service 
you wish to call.

2. You often will want to call rospy.wait_for_service() to block until a service is 
available.

3. If a service returns an error for the request, a rospy.ServiceException will be raised. 
The exception will contain any error messages that the service sent.



rospy client library: Service call example



rospy client library: Calling services



rospy client library: Services

ROS Services are defined by srv files, which contains a request message and 
a response message.

rospy converts these srv files into Python source code and creates three classes that you need to be 
familiar with: service definitions, request messages, and response messages. 
The names of these classes come directly from the srv filename:









We declare our node using init_node() and then declare our service

All requests are passed to handle_add_two_ints function

rospy.spin() keeps your code from exiting until the service is shutdown.



For clients you don't have to call init_node()

Convenient method that blocks until the service named add_two_ints is available

Create a handle for calling the service

We can use this handle just like a normal function and call it

















Launch files

roslaunch package_name file.launch







Example: Launch files



start the launch file with the launch tag, so that 
the file is identified as a launch file

start two groups with a namespace tag of 
turtlesim1 and turtlesim2 with a turtlesim node 
with a name of sim. 
This allows us to start two simulators without 
having name conflicts.

start the mimic node with the topics input and 
output renamed to turtlesim1 and turtlesim2. 
This renaming will cause turtlesim2 to mimic 
turtlesim1.

This closes the xml tag for the launch file



$ roslaunch beginner_tutorials turtlemimic.launch
$ rostopic pub /turtlesim1/turtle1/cmd_vel geometry_msgs/Twist -r 1 -- '[2.0, 0.0, 0.0]' '[0.0, 0.0, -1.8]'
$ rqt_graph



Example launch file for the F1/10 car



rosbags: Recording and playing back data

all published topics should be accumulated in a bag file.





rosbags: Examining and playing the bag file

year, date, and time and the suffix .bag



rosbags: Playing back data



rosbags: Playing back data

allows you to change the rate of publishing by a 
specified factor.



rosbags: Recording specific topics

-O argument tells rosbag record to 
log to a file named subset.bag



rosbags: Recording specific topics














